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Should national utility model registrations always be
independent of their corresponding european patents?
Anders Valentin (Bugge Valentin) · Tuesday, June 7th, 2011

In Denmark, a patentee may opt to apply for a utility model registration in addition to a patent,
provided that the conditions for the grant of both rights are fulfilled. One of the strategic
advantages of applying for both rights in Denmark is that the utility model registration is not
subject to as thorough a prosecution of the underlying application as is the case for a patent
application as the utility model prosecution only concerns formal requirements (as opposed to
material requirements) and so the utility model registration may be obtained more swiftly and the
right may be enforced even while the patent application is still being prosecuted.

In some cases a patentee may therefore use a priority application as a basis for obtaining both a
patent and a utility model and enforce the utility model while the patent is being prosecuted. Once
the patent is granted, the strategic importance of the utility model will normally disappear. If,
however, an interlocutory injunction is obtained on the basis of the utility model and the patent
application is never granted (or the granted patent revoked) the question arises of whether an
interlocutory injunction based on the utility model may be upheld?

To the extent that the patent application is not granted for lack of inventive step, there need not be
an issue in relation to the validity of the utility model registration as the inventive step test for a
Danish utility model is less strict than that applicable to a patent, ie. the utility model need only
fulfil a requirement of “creative step” as opposed to “inventive step”.

There appears, however, to be no formal legal basis for distinguishing between the novelty
requirement in respect of patents and utility models under Danish law. Therefore, the question
arises of whether a Danish (or other European) utility model may (should) be upheld in the event
that its sister patent is invalidated at the EPO? And what should apply in the event that the sister
patent is ultimately revoked due to e.g. inadmissible amendments pursuant to EPC 123(2)?

While there is certainly a case to be made for distinguishing between the inventive/creative step
tests with respect to patents and utility models, respectively, it it perhaps more difficult to see why
it should be possible to obtain an exclusive industrial right such as a utility model in an EPC state
if it is not possible to obtain a European patent because of e.g. lack of novelty?

It would be interesting to learn the views on this from jurisdictions that also allow double
protection in the form of utility models and European patents.
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To make sure you do not miss out on regular updates from the Kluwer Patent Blog, please
subscribe here.

Kluwer IP Law

The 2022 Future Ready Lawyer survey showed that 79% of lawyers think that the importance of
legal technology will increase for next year. With Kluwer IP Law you can navigate the
increasingly global practice of IP law with specialized, local and cross-border information and
tools from every preferred location. Are you, as an IP professional, ready for the future?

Learn how Kluwer IP Law can support you.

This entry was posted on Tuesday, June 7th, 2011 at 6:50 pm and is filed under Art. 123(2) of the
European Patent Convention (EPC), a European patent (application) may not be amended in such a
way that it contains subject-matter which extends beyond the content of the application as
filed. Adding subject-matter which is not disclosed would give an applicant an unwarranted advantage
and could be damaging to the legal security of third parties. (G 1/93, OJ 1994, 541) The ‘gold
standard’ of the European Patent Office’s Board of Appeal  is that “any amendment can only be made
within the limits of what a skilled person would derive directly and unambiguously, using common
general knowledge, and seen objectively and relative to the date of filing, from the whole of the
documents as filed” (G 3/89, OJ 1993,117; G 11/91, OJ 1993, 125).“>Added matter, Denmark, EPC,
European Union, Extension of subject matter, Injunction, Inventive step, Novelty, Revocation,
Validity
You can follow any responses to this entry through the Comments (RSS) feed. Both comments and
pings are currently closed.
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